Frontiers

with Peter Evans

(Ominous music plays) 

Peter Evans : An experiment in genetic manipulation,half the genes from one living organism are combined with half the genes from another.The result of this shuffling is something new, surprising,unique. 

(Sound of baby crying) 

There are 6 billion people on this planet,and they all came into the world through the flagrant mixing of genes,many thousands of them,and nobody turns a hair.Yet take one single gene from plant and slot it into another and you get this: 
(Big Ben chimes) 
"A group of leading scientists has rejected the evidence behind the genetically modified foods..." 
"We also found no convincing evidence of adverse effects from GM potatoes...." 
"The owners of restaurants,cafes,take away food places and other caterers,are to face fines of up to £5000 if they fail to...." 
"Anyone who think we're not going to have problems with this is being highly naive." 
"We found the work to be flawed in aspects of design,execution and analysis. 
A political,medical and scientific battle over laboratory rats fed genetically modified potatoes.GM foods are,as we all know,controversial.I've lost count of how many reports,position papers and meetings have been spawned by the modified potato episode alone.It is,as they say,a difficult area. Difficult politically,because any attempt to bring the new gene technology into the food chain is likely to trigger a PR battle,and difficult scientifically,because investigating the safety of crops that had have a gene inserted into them to confer desirable traits,in the case of potatoes,resistance to insect pests,is very complicated. 
In this programme,politics aside,I'll be looking at the procedures now in place,and just around the corner for safety testing of GM foods.They maybe tastier,more nutritious,insecticide free,but are they a health hazard? 
You can get some idea of the scientific complexities from the recent Pusztai affair.[Science 3] Arpad Pusztai, then working at a leading research institute in Aberdeen had taken from a snowdrop a gene that makes chemical called Lectin,naturally this protein protects the snowdrop from insect pests.Dr Pusztai then introduced the Lectin gene into a potato.He claims that after he'd fed the genetically modified potatoes to rats,the animals showed lower body weights and a deterioration in their immune system, compared to rats fed unmodified potatoes. 
Having gone public,Pusztai became the epicentre of a storm over GM foods. 
"Unsafe",cried many,worried about this novel age of so-called Franken-foods.But when the Royal Society, Britain's national academy of science,published a report the other day,it said quite simply that Pusztai had got it wrong.RS vice president Professor Brian Heap. 

Brian Heap : The problem that we find with the data that has been reviewed is that it's extremely difficult to interpret.We find that their are technical limitations of the experiments and we also find that there is the incorrect use of statistical tests,which means that the results that were obtained are ones that we do not feel are secure,in terms of interpretation. 
I think it's one of those positions where we cannot be secure in our own minds that the harmful effects that he claims to have shown,really exist. 

Peter Evans : So your position is then,that here is a flawed experiment,that GM foods,GM potatoes should well go ahead,until we can find evidence against? 
[That is the same argument for BSE.They should not be used until there is evidence that they are safe -LB] 

Brian Heap : I think it's extremely important that the research continues in this field because it has far reaching consequences,and we also so have,in this country,regulatory bodies that are responsible for checking whether these foods are valid,whether they are safe and whether they have an environmental impact,and if in fact these committees,who advise the minister,and said that they are safe,then that is the procedure that we have in place in the UK. 

Peter Evans : But,as you might expect,Arpad Pusztai rejects,denies and repudiates the Royal Society's view of his study. 

Arpad Pusztai : What they said,that I shouldn't have done it in the first place because reports are not peer reviewed.The study itself has been peer reviewed right at the beginning,so they can't now turn round and say the experiments were badly designed because that has been peer reviewed and agreed,so that's that. 

Peter Evans : You mean in order to get funding,you have to get an approval of the experiment that you're putting forward? 

Arpad Pusztai : Yes,I mean... 

Peter Evans : They're saying basically you didn't get peer review for the results. 

Arpad Pusztai : No,no I didn't get peer review for the results,because I never submitted any papers.I mean what they looked at was some relatively old data in a form which I never agreed to be released. 

Peter Evans : And there,for the moment at least,it stands,a scientist disagrees with a group of fellow scientists over the validity of his research methods and findings.There is a difference of opinion over one set of experiments with one genetically modified crop fed to one species of laboratory animal. 
But let's step back to see the wider picture.Dr Mike Gasson is head of food safety science at the Institute of Food Research and a member of the government's advisory committee on novel food and processes. What, in general, are the safety worries over GM foods? 

Mike Gasson : Firstly,if you introduce a new trait,you have to be concerned about whether that trait in itself poses a threat to safety.Is it possible that this new character will constitute a problem of toxicity? Might it compromise nutrition in some way? Might it be a cause of allergenicity? What about the possibility that when you introduce a trait gene into a plant,say,you disturb something as a result of the introduction of that new trait,that is an unintended consequence of the genetic technology? 

Peter Evans : What d'you mean "disturb" something? 

Mike Gasson : Well,if you have an existing living organism,it has a patter of genes,that are expressed to produce whatever properties that organism has got,and it's a very complex process,there are many different chemicals produced say in a plant.If you introduce a new gene for a new protein,a new trait, what is the possibility that something about that global expression of all the other genes might be changed so as to compromise safety? 

Douglas Parr : When a gene is working in the host chromosome,as it were,it's operating within a context.A context that's been well defined,it's defined by the other genes,and to some extent it's defined by the cells environment. 

Peter Evans : Dr Douglas Parr. 

Douglas Parr : When you take a gene that comes from somewhere else,another organism altogether, then that context is changed and altered,you can't guarantee,or say for sure,that the gene from the donor organism is going to behave in the same way when it is moved into the new one. 
[This context dependency is the kind of thing that mathematicians are familiar with in non-linear systems.Only slight variations can cause large effects.This type of idea is exploited in Jurassic Park with Jeff Golblum's character saying "Nature will find a way".Although you think you know what the function of a gene is,you can't know how it operates distinctly within the complex dynamic system of the organism.The endocrine system for example contains subtle feedback processes that are kept in balance or are tuned like TV stations to specific chemical receptors.Imbalances cause problems -LB Ref: VideoN41: RI Lecture {The Body in Balance}] N.Rothwell ] 
How does it fit in with the context in which it's operating? For example,a gene that is known to move around,and was first discovered in fruit flies, where it was relatively inert,is known to cause a neurological wasting disease when it gets into the human chromosome.So these things operate in different ways in different places,and by moving from bacteria into plants or from fish into tomatoes [Ref: [Science 2] Miller1],we don't really know what the upshot is going to be. 
[So it's like playing Russian roulette,with a lot of bullets in the gun -LB] 

Peter Evans : A gene in a novel host,then,may behave in an unexpected way.Scientist Mike Gasson and environmentalist Douglas Parr,agree at least on that."But that's no reason" ,say Dr Gasson,"to give on safety testing,however difficult it appears".Back to the Pusztai case 

Mike Gasson : Part of the problem with these experiments in Aberdeen,you know,the animals were not very happy about what they were being fed with,before you talk about the GM technology! It illustrates some of the difficulty of using that type of approach.The assessment of safety involves the use of a lot of different scientific disciplines,and the issues that we're talking about are quite subtle. But I think we do have the scientific means to make a judgement.Certainly that judgement could be made more robust,with the introduction of new technologies,but I think we are not in the position of making a poor job of assessing safety. 

Peter Evans : One of the leading European centres for developing ever more reliable food safety testing techniques,is the Dutch Agricultural Research Department,the DLO.Head of food safety and health there,is Dr Harry Kuiper. 

Harry Kuiper : We had a product running,funded by the European Union on testing a genetically modified tomato,which was made resistant against insects.We have been looking very carefully at the composition of that tomato compared to a control,a non-modified tomato,analytically,and we have done a quite an extensive set of animal experiments. 

Peter Evans : Can I just establish what it is that you intro....what was the gene? 

Harry Kuiper : The gene codes for a protein for a product which is very toxic for larvae of certain insects,through binding to the gut tissue of these larvae,and these larvae in fact are blown up.So it's very effective against these larvae,while it is a non-toxic factor for humans,and animals. 

Peter Evans : Alright so what do you do experimentally then? 

Harry Kuiper : So we have done a whole set of animal experiments with the gene product,dosing the product at various levels,and we have also been looking in human tissues and tissues of primates,to get a better idea on the toxic profile of the new expression product,and then we did an extensive analytical testing of the tomato,whether changes would have occurred chemically,whether nutrients and non-nutrients and toxins would have been changed due to genetic modification,and thirdly we did an extensive experiment with the whole modified tomato,by feeding the animals with dried powder made from a tomato,dosed with a level of 13 Kg of tomatoes a day,to these animals. 
[Surely that defeats the object.Toxic levels even in normal tomatoes are likely to be shown at that level and then you won't be able to discriminate between effects from the modification as compared with a normal tomato -LB] 

Peter Evans : That's an awful lot of tomatoes for any animal to eat including humans I think! 

Harry Kuiper : It is. 

Peter Evans : What do you find in these tomato experiments then? 

Harry Kuiper : Actually we found nothing.[Actually you found that lab rats and primates tire easily of being fed tomatoes at 13 Kg a day,time without end -LB] 
There were no differences observed between animals fed controlled tomatoes or these genetically modified tomatoes.So we are sure that this type of experiment gives you the answer whether a genetically modified food is as safe as a control,non-modified food. 
[I think the worry is about what happens when it gets in the environment long term even if it initially is non-toxic -LB] 

Peter Evans : And that is a key principle of safety testing,is this novel food,in this case a GM tomato, as safe to eat as the old-fashioned variety? It's what's called "substantial equivalence",and most scientists studying GM food safety are happy with it. 
But the BMA in a recent report,hostile to GM foods,certainly isn't.[Neither am I -LB] 
Sir William Asher is one of it's authors. 

William Asher : Substantial equivalence is a difficult thing.If you show that your protein content,you vitamin content,you nutritional value,and you minerals are the same as in the non-GM food,then you needn't go through rigorous testing any more,that is called substantial equivalence,and the BMA doesn't agree with that,because it doesn't take account of unusual effects of new genes,such as the production of allergens,nor does it take account of gene interactions,and we would certainly adopt a cautionary principle [Ref: BSE {Precautionary principle}],and say there is a need for all new GM foods to go through the whole rigors,which medicinal products go through.All the toxicity testing and everything else,because that would I think,guarantee safety of new GM products. 
[There are no guarantees -LB] 

Mike Gasson : The food that we eat is not safe,it actually is acceptable to us,and it has a level of acceptable safety,but there are various risk issues.There are allergens,toxins,anti-nutrients in the food we eat already. 

Peter Evans : I'd like you to actually just elaborate on this notion of substantial equivalence,and the notion of absolute safety... 

Mike Gasson : Yeah,yeah.... 

Peter Evans : ...because when,you know,this...I wonder whether this isn't the crux of the problem for the public at large.... 

Mike Gasson : Yeah,yes.... 

Peter Evans : ....they want their food to be absolutely safe.Your saying that.... 

Mike Gasson : They can't have it,I'm afraid.You can't guarantee the safety of anything.Risk exists, it's a fact of life.You can assess risk,and minimise the level of risk when you do regulation. But what can't do,is say something is "absolutely safe",it's not a possibility in life, and it's certainly not a possibility in food assessment. 
Part of the problem,is if that's an expectation,no matter what you do scientifically,you will never reach that point.GM technology is not,in the main,introduced something that's completely novel.What it's doing is taking something that we already eat,and we already accept,at a particular level of safety. 
For example potatoes are not safe.If you put potatoes through the kind of committee that deals with GM food it undoubtedly would get rejected on grounds that it wasn't safe.But,you know,we eat potatoes,and we know what some of the factors are to be concerned about. 
In an ideal world,you would make a kind of pharmacological approach.You maybe would feed massive quantities of this novel food in animal trials,and you'd look to see what happened,and you'd do toxicology and you'd work out how much you'd need to feed in order to cause some kind of problem,and then you'd have some kind of quantitative measure of how much it was safe to eat. 
Now,you can't do that with whole foods,because they are bulky materials.There's only so much potato for example,you could feed to an animal in an animal testing experiment. 
[There are two more points.One is that if genes have different effects in different animals,then passing an animal test is by definition pointless to assess safety for human beings.The other point is not about immediate toxicity,but long term knock on effects for the environment and the entire food chain,which can never be addressed by toxicological and chemical testing.We don't know enough about the way genes work to be playing a lottery with nature -LB] 
So substantial equivalence partly recognises the limitation of a conventional pharmacological approach, toxicological approach to testing whole foods.It's limitations are that you have to deal with this unintended effect question. 

Peter Evans : For the most part,then,Mike Gasson argues,and many would agree with him,the techniques already exist for studying what you might call "the foreseeable effects" of introducing a novel gene in a food crop. 
The problem lies with the unforeseeable.As somebody once said,"prediction is always difficult, especially when it's about the future".But at the DLO,Dr Hoop Notterborn [I bet he runs rings round his peers -LB],is rising to the challenge of predicting the unintended.The technology is advanced and again the crop is the GM tomato. 

Hoop Notterborn : We crush our tomato,(indistinct) extracts,put it in a machine and make a so-called profile.We try to profile all the compounds,known nutrients,but also the unknown ones.WE do it for the modified one,we do it for the unmodified one,subtract these profiles and look what is left over. 
[Sounds like Richard Pryor looking for Substance X in the Superman film -LB] 

Peter Evans : It's like sort of biochemical finger printing. 

Hoop Notterborn : Yes,exactly.And then we ask the chemist,"so these are the differences could you tell us the structure?",with this knowledge [Hang on ,what if he says "No"? -LB] we go to a toxicologists, a food toxicologist,ask him ,"Is this a problem?" [It is if the chemist said "No" -LB]. 

Peter Evans : So let me get this right.If you have a modified tomato or an unmodified tomato,they will give you slightly different profiles? They will have slightly different biochemical fingerprints? 

Hoop Notterborn : Yes. 

Peter Evans : The question is whether the differences are important or possibly dangerous,is that right? 

Hoop Notterborn : Yes,exactly. 

Peter Evans : But that's for genetically modified whole tomatoes.The big picture you might say.In another DLO lab, Dr Esther Koch is comparing modified to unmodified tomatoes at the level of their genes. 

Esther Koch : What we do here is,we look at differences in gene expression,and the idea behind the research that we perform is that the modification,genetic modification takes place at the DNA level, but our knowledge on the DNA sequence in plants is still rather limited.We know quite a few genes, but we have little information on the regulatory elements. 

Peter Evans : What d'you mean by "regulatory"? Those that switch them on,switch the off,that sort of thing? 

Esther Koch : Yes,yes it's elements that promote,or enhance or inhibit a gene expression.So therefore if we know the exact place of insertion in the plant,you know of a new genetic element,we still have limited information on the possible side-effects of the genetic modification,and we therefore decided to look at at level that is intermediate between the protein level and the DNA Level. 

Peter Evans : DNA makes a protein,it goes through certain steps to make the protein? 

Esther Koch : Yes. 

Peter Evans : A key stage is when you transcribe from DNA to RNA basically? 

Esther Koch : Yes,the DNA is firstly transcribed into RNA,and secondly it's translated into proteins,and well our idea is to stay as closely as possible to the DNA,and to directly look into the differences in gene expression by looking at the messenger RNA and.... 

Peter Evans : And the differences in gene expression or activity between one set of RNA and another,can be seen in Dr Koch's lab,in the form of stripes called "banding patterns". 

Esther Koch : What you can see here is that the banding patterns of the green non-transgenic versus the green transgenic tomatoes are very much similar,and also for the red. 
[I don't think we're interested in "similar" I think we need "identical".How much different are they allowed to be in order to be categorised as exactly the same or "substantially equivalent"? -LB] 
The banding patterns are very much alike. 

Peter Evans : So what you might call a nil effect? 

Esther Koch : Yes.If you use this,we amplify a specific sub-set of messenger RNAs for this experiment and we did not see any effect. 

Peter Evans : So it's now becoming possible to anticipate potential food hazards in a newly inserted gene by looking at the behaviour of the gene itself. 
[That still doesn't say what will happen upon release into the food chain -LB] 
If it acts or expresses itself,just like a gene known to be benign,then it's also likely to be harmless.But that's not the end of the story.In order to establish whether a novel gene has been inserted in the right place,and is operating as it should,it's usual to put in alongside it,a so-called "marker gene".The one that's usually deployed is a particular marker for antibiotic resistance,and here,the BMA isn't alone in expressing it's reservations.They argue that an antibiotic resistance marker gene,could find it's way into the gut of a human eating a GM food,where it would make any disease - causing micro organisms,pathogens,able to resist any antibiotics doctors might throw at them.William Asher again. 

William Asher : Why an antibiotic marker? It's a possible danger to antibiotic sensitivity in human pathogens,and indeed pathogens for animals as well,and that is why our report was very firm on this, that why risk introducing anti microbial resistance into human pathogens? 

Peter Evans : Has any risk been identified,so far as you're concerned? 

William Asher : No,no but there are as you know some human experimentation to see what the effect on gut flora is of the antibiotic resistance markers. 

Peter Evans : And those experiments are due to begin in November of this year.The BMA is worried by the particular antibiotic resistance often used in GM food crops.What's the view of Mike Gasson at the Institute of Food Research? 

Mike Gasson : You have to be more specific.In the case of the gene we've just talked about,I don't believe there is a risk of that,and one of the major factors is that the gene is altered such that it's no longer a bacterial gene,it's actually effectively a plant gene.But in some of the GM plants that have been constructed,there are additional genes that actually remain in their bacterial form,and there isn't such a clear justification for the presence of those genes,and those are of more concern to me.I wouldn't say my concern is that great,because I think the risk factors of them moving from plant genomes into bacteria are exceedingly small [But not impossible then? And once they get there it's too late to do anything about it.They only need 1 chance in a million or less -LB].There isn't actually a known mechanism for that to happen [Which does not preclude it from happening in principle,as in Jurassic Park -LB]. 

Peter Evans : Despite Mike Gasson's confidence in the safety of antibiotic resistance marker genes,it does seem as if a lot of undue anxiety might be spared if the gene technologies used other patently harmless markers.Why not? I asked Dr Steve Rogers,at the best known GM food producer, Monsanto. 

Steve Rogers : The antibiotic resistance concern is that they would be transferred to microbial organisms either in the gut or soil,that's exactly where they came from,and right now the antibiotic resistance markers are at a very high level in the environment,higher than we can even estimate.It could be possibly be transferred from the food into another microbe.As a matter of fact it's estimated that somewhere around 10 - 40% of the gut and some microbes already have antibiotic resistance markers,and that was before genetic modification. 

Peter Evans : Is that a reason for introducing them,or a reason for not introducing them then? 

Steve Rogers : But the question one has to answer here,"If I do this,does it make any difference to what the current situation is?" 
[If it has no effect then GM food is pointless.You mean does it have any detrimental effect? -LB],and the estimates for transfer, say from plant or from a food in the gut,are somewhere around one in a hundred trillion,to twice that. 
[But that doesn't mean it can't happen,anymore than 1 in 14 million means that you can't win the lottery,it just means it's highly unlikely,and if we win that jackpot we lose antibiotics as a means of fighting disease -LB] 
Why would it make any difference at a lower frequency? But aside from that,your point is well-taken about the perception.So the other thing is,that there are people who are currently working on methods that would allow us to potentially eliminate these.Now they're not proven,it's in development,but exactly for the reason that you name,not through safety,we're interested in those procedures. 

Peter Evans : If you're feeling that this whole issue of GM food safety is beyond you,that their seems to be no black and white conclusion [Ref: Panram1.wri {George Carlo}] that you can apply to these novel foods in general,then you're not alone.Safety testing is difficult,and there is no single answer to the question of whether GM foods are safe.You have to consider each new food on its merits on a case by case basis. 

Steve Rogers : Actually that's a good point.You do the assessments on a case by case,but everyone wants to be generic about the entire technology.I think as a scientist,(indistinct),it's great,let's go with it,I think (indistinct) there are certainly possible applications here,that really make sense and we should work on.I would hope that any scientist that who might say that,would not say, "and so there we ought to give a blanket acceptance to all these things,because GM is good". 
I mean the fact is there's potential using this technology,some of them have been realised,others we haven't thought of yet. 

Peter Evans : So the leading manufacturer of GM foods says that we're right to be sceptical,provided we don't throw out the GM baby with the bath water of general anxiety.Arpad Pusztai,who's been held up as an opponent of GM foods in general,now agrees.His current experiments come out in favour of the technology. 

Arpad Pusztai : We took a gene from beans, present in beans,but not present in peas..... 

Peter Evans : What function does that have then? 

Arpad Pusztai : ..now it interferes with the insects digestion and therefore the insect will starve. 
[I'm starting to have moral qualms about why should I not share my food with another creature who is entitled to some of it.Why should it starve just so I can eat food that has been tampered with? Why can't they just leave it alone,it's okay as it is.I don't think that sufficient research has been done into whether consumers actually want to starve other creatures just so we can have risky food -LB] 
The next very important point,I have to say this,these peas are destined not for human consumption,but for animal consumption. 
[Ahh so we're just starving some creatures but we're feeding others, that makes a lot of sense -LB] 

Peter Evans : So what was the effect of the GM peas? Did it have a similar deleterious effect to the potatoes? 

Arpad Pusztai : No it didn't have the same deleterious effect.There were some problems with it.This is quite true.But for a start peas contain over 20% protein,so you can formulate diets much more easily.With the potatoes,because of the very low,inherently low protein content,you had difficulties with the diet.So you have a number of differences,but what I am saying is that the design of the experiment was exactly the same. 

Peter Evans : Given that the safety testing of GM foods is getting increasingly sophisticated,and even an alleged opponent of this new technology now says that his own research tells him that not all GM foods are unsafe,you may be wondering,why all the fuss over safety? Has the British public over reacted to one single bit of unpublished research? Do we risk losing altogether the benefits of GM foods to the consumer and the farmer? "Well if we do", says Harry Kuiper at the DLO,"the fault lies mainly with the scientists themselves". 

Harry Kuiper : Scientists should probably talk much more to the press in terms of what is actually being done in terms of safety testing.I'm sure that more than 90% of the work being done in terms of safety testing,for example at European level is unknown for the great public,so a lot of work still has to be done. 

Peter Evans : Meanwhile there's a growing pressure from a number of quarters for a single,purely British organisation to act as a watchdog of this contentious technology.The BMA's William Asher again. 

William Asher : I think there are almost too many fingers in the pie here,and this is why the BMA report is asking for an overarching food standards agency,which will have statutory powers.The government has been a bit slack in getting that going,but we now have these two commissions,one of which is concerned with the safety of foods. 
[According to the TV the two commissions fail to deal with some issues as they pass the buck to each other and can't work out whose responsibility it is.If there was only one committee this couldn't happen -LB] 
But if you look at our report and you see the number of committees that are actually involved in controlling genetic modification,it's horrendous isn't it? It's on page 16 of out report,there's a little diagram to show how they're all interrelated,well what we're asking for is a little bit more simplicity and an overarching body. 

Peter Evans : I must say,yes it does.It looks like a wiring diagram for a Ford Sierra! 

William Asher : Absolutely,it's confusing. 

Peter Evans : There's no shortage of regulatory bodies for GM foods.The whole system needs simplifying.Nor,as we've heard in this programme is there any shortage of safety testing techniques.In fact I suggested to Mike Gasson,the scientists seem to be going to extraordinary lengths to keep us away from potential nasties. 

Mike Gasson : Oh,that's absolutely true,I mean the level of attention that's given to GM food is orders of magnitude greater than the concerns about conventional breeding,and there are plenty of examples of conventional breeding generating,frankly,toxic cultivars.There are certainly examples of potatoes,you know downright poisonous. 
[That maybe,but none of the genes in that potato used to belong to a fish or a snowdrop.Any genes that make that potato toxic are part of the potatoes naturally selected group,and whilst it maybe toxic,is it likely to cause human beings to be unable to use antibiotics or to spread the immunity through the food chain.Probably not.That is the difference between a GM crop and a naturally bred crop,and that is where the concern lies,not in whether any food is toxic -LB] 
They didn't enter the food chain,they were pulled out.But that technology,conventional plant breeding technology,is by no means free of risk issues in terms of safety. 

Peter Evans : Mike Gasson,a surprise there perhaps that GM foods apart there's plenty to worry about in the conventionally bred crops that find there way on to our plates. 
[Listeria and Salmonella are risk issues in normal foods which also apply to GM foods.If a conventional potato gains inherent toxicity via conventional breeding then that is only the same as the toxicity via GM manipulation.It seems as if the advocates of GM are trying to blind side the issue by making it about toxicity,which also applies to normal foods,and thus trying to make it seem like situation normal for GM,when in fact the issue of genes being spread by novel routes is being overlooked -LB] 
Another surprise,which I'll be exploring next week,is that genetic modification didn't start in the late 20th century,it was practised 10,000 years ago.How did they do it? 
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